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Congress must create a new federal court located at Guantanamo Bay to improve the U.S. image and give the detainees due process. The current system is flawed and must be replaced. There are 166 detainees still at Guantanamo Bay, and how the U.S. treats them has strategic implications for our foreign policy objectives. The current military system is negatively affecting at least three instruments of national power (diplomatic, informational, and law enforcement). Congress and the President are at an impasse. Federal courts have already reversed or vacated most of the convictions under the military commission system. Military prosecutors, judges, the American Bar Association, international rights groups and the international community have condemned the current process. Congress can specifically design this new federal court to deal with the unique situation presented by the detainees. This paper will examine the issues involved with the detainees and demonstrate why Congress should create a new federal court in order to remove the international stigma created by the current system and show the world that the U.S. will provide fundamental due process to even those who commit terrorists’ acts against America.
A Compelling Solution to Guantanamo Bay

A future American President will have to apologize for Guantanamo.¹

—Justice Richard Goldstone

Background

On his second day in office, January 22, 2009, President Obama issued an Executive Order closing the Guantanamo Bay detention center as soon as possible but no later than January 22, 2010.² Four years later, the detention center is still open with no closing date in sight. Because of federal court decisions, disputes within the branches of government, and the perception of distrust in the international community, the current military system is fundamentally flawed and must be replaced. There are 166 detainees still being held at Guantanamo Bay, and how the United States treats them has strategic implications for our foreign policy objectives. The world is watching to see if the United States will provide the remaining detainees with due process.³ Congress and the President are at an impasse but there is an available compromise. Congress must act now to resolve the issue by dissolving the current system and replacing it with a new Article III federal court located at Guantanamo Bay. This new federal court can be specifically designed to deal with the unique situation presented by the detainees. This paper will examine the issues involved with the detainees and demonstrate why Congress should create a new federal court in order to remove the international stigma created by the current military system and show the world that the United States will provide fundamental due process to even those who commit terrorists’ acts against America.

The real problem with Guantanamo Bay is that many people, not just in the international community, do not believe the current military commission process
provides the detainees fundamental due process. President Obama has tried to close the Detention Center and have the detainees brought to the United States for trial. However, on May 20, 2009, just a few months after the President signed the Executive Order closing the Guantanamo Bay Detention Center, the Senate voted 90-6 against appropriating the $80 million needed to close the Detention Center so the detainees could not be brought into America.\(^4\)

Senate Minority Leader Mitch McConnell (R-KY) remarked, “Americans don’t want some of the most dangerous men alive coming here.”\(^5\) On January 7, 2011, the President signed the 2011 Defense Authorization Bill that contains provisions preventing the transfer of Guantanamo prisoners to the United States mainland or to other foreign countries, which once again demonstrates Congress wants the detainees to remain at Guantanamo Bay.\(^6\) On August 29, 2012, the outgoing Commander in Afghanistan, General John R. Allen, said, “[a]lthough the administration maintains its stance that it wants to close Guantanamo, it will almost certainly stay open for the foreseeable future.”\(^7\) On November 25, 2012, a New York Times editorial stated, “no detainee identified for release by the task force has been certified for transfer overseas or to the United States in nearly two years. At that rate, the chance of emptying Guantanamo before the end of even a second term is zero.”\(^8\) It is important to look back at why the decision was made to choose Guantanamo Bay as the location to hold the detainees, because those same considerations are still relevant in deciding whether or not to establish a new Article III federal court at Guantanamo.

**Why Guantanamo Bay**

In response to the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, Congress enacted the Authorization to Use Military Force (AUMF), which granted the President the authority
“to use all necessary and appropriate force against” those who “planned, authorized, committed, or aided the terrorist attacks.” The Bush administration believed there were policy and legal advantages to holding the detainees outside the borders of the United States. The facility at Guantanamo Bay offered an ideal location because the United States already had a base located there.

The Detention Center at Guantanamo Bay is isolated and easily defended. The legal advantages to housing the detainees at Guantanamo Bay also played into the decision to put them there. Initially, the Bush administration thought that noncitizen detainees at Guantanamo may be outside the jurisdiction of the United States federal court system and therefore could not challenge their detention using federal habeas corpus challenges. The administration also determined that aliens held outside the territorial borders of the United States may not have constitutional rights under the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment. Therefore, recognizing there were policy and legal advantages to holding them outside of the United States, the Bush administration decided to hold persons captured in the “War on Terror” at Guantanamo Bay.

The Detention Facility is Not the Problem

In 2002, the Bush Administration designated Guantanamo Bay as the location to hold detainees from the “War on Terrorism.” On January 11, 2002, the first 20 detainees were brought to the facility and housed in open air cages at Camp X-Ray located inside of Guantanamo Bay Naval Base. To accommodate the detainees, numerous improvements have been made to the detention center. Currently, there are 166 detainees at the detention center segregated among five camps. The facilities at the Detention Center are no longer the point of contention because the United States has built a new $31 million dollar state of the art prison there with the same modern
accommodations as federal prisons in the United States.\textsuperscript{16} Likewise, how the detainees are currently physically treated by the prison guards is no longer an issue.\textsuperscript{17} Members of Congress have frequently visited the Detention Center and have “praised the humaneness of the captives’ treatment and the professionalism of the troops.”\textsuperscript{18} To understand the legal issues, it is useful to have an understanding of the detainee population and how they are categorized.

**Detainee Population**

The detention center at GTMO currently holds alleged terrorist trainers, terrorist financiers, bomb makers, Osama Bin Laden bodyguards, and recruiters and facilitators.\textsuperscript{19} Seven hundred and seventy-nine detainees have passed through the facility since it opened in 2002.\textsuperscript{20} There have been detainees from over 30 different countries.\textsuperscript{21}

A report for Congress divided the detainee population into three basic categories:\textsuperscript{22}

1. Detainees who have been placed in “preventative detention” to stop them from returning to the battlefield. They are individuals labeled as “enemy combatants”\textsuperscript{23} who are not being held at Guantanamo for punishment, but are merely being held until the cessation of hostilities to keep them from being released and taking up arms once again against America and our allies.

2. Persons who may be brought before a military or other tribunal to face criminal charges for alleged violations of the law of war in addition to being held in “preventative detention.”

3. Persons who have been cleared for transfer or release to a foreign country, either because: (a) they are not believed to have engaged in hostilities, or (b) they are no longer considered a threat to U.S. security.\textsuperscript{24}

Sixty percent of the detainees were taken into custody in Afghanistan; thirty percent were captured in Pakistan; and ten percent came from other countries.\textsuperscript{25}
Approximately forty percent of the detainees were citizens from Yemen and over ten percent were from Afghanistan. Eighty percent of the detainees at Guantanamo Bay in 2010 had been there since 2002. Most of them were captured during the early months of operations in Afghanistan. The detainee population at Guantanamo Bay has decreased by 76 prisoners since President Obama took office. The current population of 166 detainees has not increased under the Obama Administration because the United States is not bringing any new detainees to the Guantanamo Bay Detention Center. Examining the significant legal developments concerning the detainees is essential in order to reach a solution on how to process the remaining 166 detainees.

Significant Legal Developments


The United States Supreme Court has not been able to render a majority decision that clearly delineates the legal status and rights of the detainees. The first major decision dealing with the detainees is *Hamdi v. Rumsfeld*, 542 U.S. 507 (2004). Yaser Esam Hamdi was born in Louisiana in 1980 but moved with his family to Saudi Arabia when he was a child. At the age of 20, he was captured in Afghanistan and turned over to U.S. military authorities. In January of 2002, he was taken to the Guantanamo Bay Detention Center but transferred to the Navy prison at Norfolk, Virginia when it was discovered he held dual United States and Saudi citizenship. Hamdi’s father filed a *habeas corpus* petition in the United States Court for the Eastern District of Virginia challenging his indefinite detention and the determination that he was an “enemy combatant.” On appeal, the case made it to the United States Supreme Court.
Although the Supreme Court was unable to render a majority opinion, eight justices agreed that the Executive Branch has the authority to detain individuals, even United States citizens, “for the duration of the particular conflict in which they were captured,” in order to prevent them from returning to the battlefield. However, writing for a plurality of the court, Justice O’Connor (joined by Chief Justice Rehnquist, Justice Breyer, and Justice Kennedy) held that a citizen-detainee has the right to challenge their detention status before an impartial authority.

In the plurality opinion, Justice O’Connor stated that due process in any given circumstance is “determined by weighing ‘the private interest that will be affected by the official action’ against the Government’s asserted interest.” The plurality opinion recognizes that Hamdi’s right to be free from physical detention is the most elemental of liberty interests and that freedom “from bodily restraint has always been at the core of the liberty protected by the Due Process Clause.” The plurality opinion found merit to the arguments that humanitarian relief workers and journalists were at significant risk of being detained by mistake in the absence of a sufficient process. Justice O’Connor suggested that the Department of Defense create fact-finding tribunals similar to the tribunals set forth in Army Regulation AR 190-8, which is a multi-service regulation implementing Department of Defense guidance on the procedures for Enemy Prisoners of War, Retained Personnel, Civilian Internees and Other Detainees.

The plurality opinion stated that because of the ongoing military conflict and the inherent authority of the President in armed conflict, detainee proceedings may deviate from normal federal rules:

At the same time, the exigencies of the circumstances may demand that, aside from these core elements, enemy-combatant proceedings may be
tailored to alleviate their uncommon potential to burden the Executive at a time of ongoing military conflict. Hearsay, for example, may need to be accepted as the most reliable available evidence from the Government in such a proceeding. Likewise, the Constitution would not be offended by a presumption in favor of the Government’s evidence, so long as that presumption remained a rebuttable one and fair opportunity for rebuttal were provided.\textsuperscript{40}

Justice Scalia and Justice Stevens dissented, arguing that the government only had two ways in which to continue detaining Hamdi: either try Hamdi under normal criminal laws or Congress must suspend the right to \textit{habeas corpus}.\textsuperscript{41} Justice Scalia, known as a conservative jurist and one who is opposed to judicial activism, argued that no matter how well-intentioned the plurality opinion, the Supreme Court had no basis for trying to invent new procedures that might be acceptable governing Hamdi’s detention.\textsuperscript{42} In Scalia’s dissent, he advocated that the Court should either uphold Hamdi’s detention or declare it unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{43}

\textbf{OARDEC (2004)}

In response to the \textit{Hamdi} decision, the Department of Defense followed Justice O’Connor’s suggestion and created the Office of the Administrative Review of the Detention of Enemy Combatants (OARDEC), which closely resembles the tribunal in AR 190-8, section1-6. OARDEC conducted both the Combatant Status Review Tribunals (CSRT) and the Annual Review Boards (ARB) for detained enemy combatants at Guantanamo.\textsuperscript{44} The CSRTs are used to determine whether a detainee meets the criteria to be labeled as an “enemy combatant,” and the ARBs are conducted annually to determine if detainees still pose a threat to the United States.\textsuperscript{45} Military members from the Navy, Air Force, Marines and Army staff OARDEC.\textsuperscript{46} Three military field grade officers convene to examine evidence and make recommendations to the Deputy Secretary of Defense, who then makes the final status determination.\textsuperscript{47} The CSRT
boards require one member to be a JAG officer, and an ARB requires one officer to have a specialty in intelligence.\textsuperscript{48}

Neither board is technically a legal proceeding because they are conducted by a military commission established under the executive branch.\textsuperscript{49} Historically, military commissions are not considered as a “court” or a “tribunal” but rather “an advisory board of officers” convened for the purpose of informing the commanding officer.\textsuperscript{50} Yale Law School International law professor Harold Hongju Koh argues that the military commissioners are not independent because they are ultimately answerable to the Secretary of Defense and the President, who prosecute the case.\textsuperscript{51} Professor Koh even points out that when sitting American judges have served on military commissions, their independence has been compromised because as appointees of the executive branch they are capable of being fired or ordered to rule under executive influence.\textsuperscript{52} There were 558 detainees when OARDEC was implemented and by December 16, 2008, 330 detainees had been transferred or released.\textsuperscript{53}


The next major Supreme Court decision regarding the detainees was *Hamdan v. Rumsfeld*, 548 U.S. 557 (2006). Salim Ahmed Hamdan was captured during the invasion of Afghanistan in the fall of 2001 and sent to the Guantanamo Bay Detention Center in 2002.\textsuperscript{54} In 2004, the United States alleged he was a bodyguard and chauffeur for Osama Bin Laden and charged him with the crime of conspiracy to commit terrorism.\textsuperscript{55} The Bush administration elected to prosecute Hamdan using a military commission.\textsuperscript{56}

Hamdan was assigned a military defense lawyer, Navy Lieutenant Commander Charles D. Swift, who filed a petition for *habeas corpus* in federal court
alleging that the military commission was unconstitutional because it lacked the authority to prosecute him and that the procedures violated the “most basic tenets of military and international law.” The case was ultimately appealed to the United States Supreme Court which held that the military commissions were unconstitutional under both the UCMJ, as well as the Geneva Conventions. However, once again, the court could only reach a majority decision on certain aspects of the case.

The majority opinion written by Justice Stevens held that the CSRT military commission deviated from the UCMJ in three main aspects: (1) the defendant and his attorney could be forbidden to view certain evidence and Hamdan’s attorney could even be forbidden to discuss certain evidence with his client; (2) evidence could be admitted that was hearsay, unsworn live testimony, or statements obtained through coercion; and (3) that appeals would not be heard by courts but instead would be decided within the executive branch. The majority opinion also concluded that the lower federal appellate court had erroneously ruled that Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions did not apply. The majority concluded that once Common Article 3 applied, the military commission violated Common Article 3 because the military commission was not a “regularly constituted court” as required by Common Article 3. The Supreme Court ruled that the military commission cannot be used to try Hamden of a crime because the commission failed to meet the requirements of the UCMJ or of the Geneva Conventions and violated the laws of war. In a section of the plurality opinion, Justice Stevens questioned whether military commissions had the jurisdiction and authority to try “conspiracy” charges because that offense is not a clearly defined war crime or clearly defined by statute.
Justice Kennedy did not join Justice Stevens’ plurality opinion regarding whether or not military commissions had the authority to try criminal conspiracy charges. However, Justice Kennedy wrote a concurring opinion in which he questioned whether the military commission violated separation of powers because one branch of the government, namely the Executive, controlled all aspects of the case including the appellate review of the case. In light of these issues, Justice Kennedy agreed that the military commissions were “unauthorized,” but he opined that Congress had the authority to re-write the law in order to address these concerns.

Justice Scalia wrote a dissent joined by Justices Thomas and Alito in which he argued the Supreme Court lacked jurisdiction to even hear the case. Justice Scalia based his argument on the language in the Detainee Treatment Act (DTA) passed by Congress that went into effect on December 30, 2005. The specific language states no “court, justice, or judge shall have jurisdiction to hear or consider an application for a writ of habeas corpus filed by or on behalf of an alien detained by the Department of Defense at Guantanamo Bay, Cuba.”

Justice Thomas also dissented, agreeing that the federal courts had no jurisdiction for the reasons in Justice Scalia’s dissent. He also went even further by asserting that Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions does not apply to Hamdan because Common Article 3 applies to armed conflicts “not of an international character,” but the fight against Al Qaeda is “international in scope.” In Justice Thomas’ opinion, the President’s decision to use a military commission “is entitled to a heavy measure of deference.” He also disagreed with the plurality holding that the military commissions do not have jurisdiction to hear criminal conspiracy charges, stating their jurisdiction is
not prescribed by statute but rather “adapted in each instance to the need that called it forth.”

Justice Alito dissented and agreed with Justices Scalia and Thomas that the court lacked jurisdiction to hear the case. He also disagreed with the holding that found the military commissions failed to meet the definition of a “regularly constituted court” as required by Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions. Justice Alito stated that even if Geneva Convention Article 66 prohibits “special” tribunals, the current military commission established for Hamdan met the common definition of “regular” and was not “special.” Justice Alito disagreed with Justice Kennedy’s reasoning that “an acceptable degree of independence from the Executive is necessary to render a commission 'regularly constituted' by the standards of our Nation’s system of justice.”

Military Commissions Act of 2006

Salim Ahmed Hamdan’s lawyers had won the first major legal battle by having the military tribunal system held unconstitutional. However the legal war was far from over for Salim Ahmed Hamdan. In response to the Supreme Court decision in Hamdan, Congress enacted the Military Commissions Act of 2006 (MCA of 2006). Section 948 of the MCA of 2006 gives the President the authority to establish military commissions to try “alien unlawful enemy combatants engaged in hostilities against the United States for violations of the law of war and other offenses triable by military commission.”

On May 10, 2007, the United States charged Salim Ahmed Hamdan with the crimes of conspiracy and providing material support to terrorism pursuant to the MCA. His lawyers immediately sought to have the charges dismissed on the grounds that he was a “minor figure,” and that the Law of War does not authorize conspiracy charges to be brought against minor figures. They also argued that providing material support to
terrorism was not even a crime until the MCA in 2006, so charging him with that crime was an unconstitutional *ex post facto* application of the law.\(^8^2\)

A jury of six military officers acquitted Hamdan on the conspiracy charge but convicted him on the charge of providing material support to terrorism.\(^8^3\) On August 7, 2008, Hamdan was sentenced to serve 66 months in prison but given credit for the 61 months he had already served.\(^8^4\) A spokesman for the Pentagon first said that Hamdan’s status would “revert to ‘enemy combatant’ when his sentence” was completed in order to allow the United States to hold him indefinitely after he had served the additional five months of his sentence.\(^8^5\) Ultimately, the United States decided to transfer Hamdan back to Yemen in January of 2009, where he was released to rejoin his family.\(^8^6\)

While Hamdan had successfully used the writ of *habeas corpus* to have his case reviewed in federal court, the MCA of 2006 enacted pursuant to *Hamdan* had removed the right of detainees to file for *habeas corpus* relief.\(^8^7\) *Habeas corpus* relief allows detainees to get access to the United States federal courts in order to challenge their detention status.\(^8^8\) Whether Congress could constitutionally remove the right to file for *habeas corpus* relief would be the next major legal battle. The lawyers representing a detainee named Lakhdar Boumediene would take up that battle and strike yet another blow to the military commission system.

*Boumediene v. Bush (2008)*

In 2002, Lakhdar Boumediene was seized by Bosnian police after United States intelligence officers suspected his involvement in a plot to attack the United States Embassy in Bosnia.\(^8^9\) Boumediene was taken to the Detention Center at Guantanamo Bay, and a CSRT designated him as an “enemy combatant.”\(^9^0\) Boumediene filed a writ
of *habeas corpus* in the United States District Court for the District of Columbia that was dismissed, but on appeal eventually made it to the Supreme Court.\textsuperscript{91} In *Boumediene v. Bush*, 553 U.S. 723 (2008), the United States Supreme Court ruled that Boumediene had the right to file a *habeas corpus* petition under the United States Constitution and that the attempt by Congress to suspend that right was unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{92} It is worth noting that the American Bar Association filed an *amicus curiae* brief on behalf of Boumediene arguing that his “indefinite detention without a *fair hearing*” (emphasis added) violated the due process clause of the Fifth Amendment to the Constitution.\textsuperscript{93}

**Military Commissions Act of 2009**

In response to the Supreme Court decision in *Boumediene*, Congress again tried to fix the legal problems by enacting the Military Commissions Act of 2009 (MCA of 2009).\textsuperscript{94} The key provisions gave the detainees greater due process rights by limiting hearsay or coerced confessions and gave the defense more access to witnesses and evidence.\textsuperscript{95} However, the American Civil Liberties Union (ACLU) and the Human Rights Watch (HRW) both claimed even with the new modifications, the system is still fatally flawed and unconstitutional.\textsuperscript{96} Congress undoubtedly hoped the revisions in the MCA of 2009 had bolstered the shaky foundation of the military commission system. However, an old case would resurface and further erode confidence in the military commission system.

**Hamdan v. Rumsfeld (2012)**

Even though he was released as previously discussed, Salim Ahmed Hamdan’s attorneys had appealed his conviction. On October 16, 2012, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit overturned his entire conviction and he was acquitted of all charges.\textsuperscript{97} The Court based its decision to overturn his conviction on the
grounds that providing material support for terrorism was not a crime until Congress made it one in the MCA of 2006. Therefore, it was an unconstitutional application of an *ex post facto* law to charge Hamdan with crimes that were not illegal at the time he committed the acts. This ruling has serious implications for other detainees because if providing material support for terrorism was not a crime until the MCA of 2006, then none of them can be charged with that crime because all the acts they are accused of committing occurred before the year 2006. On January 25, 2013, the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia reversed another conviction under the military commission system.

*Al-Bahlul v. United States* (2013)

Ali Hamza al-Bahlul of Yemen was captured in December 2001 and taken to the Detention Center at Guantanamo Bay in 2002. The United States accused al-Bahlul of conspiracy, solicitation of murder, and providing material support to terrorism. He is widely known as Osama Bin Laden’s “press secretary” because he produced propaganda videos for Al Qaeda before his capture. In November 2008, al-Bahlul was sentenced to life in prison after nine military officers deliberated less than an hour and found him guilty of 35 counts of conspiracy, solicitation to commit murder and providing material support for terrorism. Al-Bahlul appealed his conviction to the United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia Circuit.

On January 9, 2013, the United States filed a brief in al-Bahlul’s appeal stating that in light of the *Hamdan* decision, discussed above, the court is required to reverse al-Bahlul’s convictions. Prosecutors conceded that conspiracy, solicitation to commit murder and providing material support for terrorism were not internationally recognized as war crimes at the times al-Bahlul committed the acts. On January 25, 2013, the
United States Court of Appeals for the District of Columbia vacated all of al-Bahlul’s convictions by the military commission.\textsuperscript{108} James Connell, a defense lawyer for one of the 9/11 suspects said, \textquote{the ruling highlighted the lack of neutrality in the Guantanamo court system, where the same Pentagon appointee, known as the convening authority, decides what charges will go to trial, what the maximum penalty will be and who will make up the jury pool.}\textsuperscript{109} The military commission system appears to be an unconstitutional violation of the separation of powers requirement.

The conclusion that can be drawn from these legal decisions is that the military system is fundamentally flawed. After being established following the September 11, 2001 attacks, the military system has completed only seven cases and five of those have been reversed or vacated by federal courts.\textsuperscript{110} Moreover, as evident by the decisions discussed above, even the United States Supreme Court has a difficult time in reaching a majority decision about the military commission system. The military commission system also has a stigma that cannot be overcome no matter how Congress tries to improve it.

\textbf{The Current Process is Fundamentally Flawed}

The current military commission system is doomed from a public relations standpoint and on very shaky grounds from a legal perspective. The international community has harshly criticized the United States handling of the detainees and there is a growing sentiment in the United States to abandon the military commission process. Over 700 American law professors signed a letter submitted to the chair of the Senate Committee on the Judiciary stating the military system undermines the Rule of Law and violates the separation of powers.\textsuperscript{111} The current system has even strained the United States’ relationship with close allies, including Britain and Saudi Arabia.\textsuperscript{112}
The current military system is decreasing the United States effectiveness in employing at least three instruments of national power. The United States’ instruments of national power are often described using the DIMEFIL model. DIMEFIL is an acronym for diplomatic, informational, military, economic, financial, intelligence, and law enforcement. The current military system is straining our relationships with other countries and thus hurting the diplomatic element of our national power. As discussed below, the current military system is a public relations disaster, which diminishes our informational element of national power. The United States’ ability to influence and persuade other countries to improve human rights conditions, conduct fair trials, and follow the rule of law is also diminished as long as the present system continues to operate. Thus, our diplomatic, law enforcement and legal instruments of national power are also diminishing. A few examples illustrate why the United States is losing prestige in the international community by continuing to use the military commission system.

Public Relations Failure

On May 19, 2002, a UN panel said that holding detainees indefinitely at Guantanamo violated the world’s ban on torture.\textsuperscript{113} Amnesty International has called the situation at Guantanamo “a human rights” scandal.\textsuperscript{114} On August 16, 2011, CNN.com published an article captioned “Ten Years On, Kuwaiti Inmates Fear Indefinite Guantanamo Detention.”\textsuperscript{115} The CNN article highlights some of the continuing problems with the military commission process.

The CNN article focuses on the saga of Fayiz Mohammed Ahmed Al Kandari, who claims he left Kuwait in the summer of 2001 to do charitable work, just as he had done in 1997 (Afghanistan) and in 1994 (Bosnia). His passport indicates he left in June 2001 when he traveled to Pakistan and then to Afghanistan. The article claims in
October 2001 he was captured and “sold” to U.S. forces in Afghanistan after he was found carrying an AK-47, which he claims was for self-defense. Al Kandari has now been at Guantanamo for over ten years without a trial and is only allowed to phone his family every “several months” according to the article.\textsuperscript{116} Lt. Col. Barry Wingard is defending Al Kandari and reported that Al Kandari is likely to be indefinitely detained and be one of the unfortunate souls who are presumed guilty, never get a trial, and will die at Guantanamo Bay without ever stepping into a courtroom.\textsuperscript{117} Other detainee defense attorneys have raised similar complaints. David Cynamon, the lead attorney representing the Kuwaiti detainees at Guantanamo Bay, said that the military court is a “black hole” for the detainees.\textsuperscript{118}

In December 2009, another detainee, Fouad Mahmoud Al Rabiah, was repatriated to Kuwait where he was supposed to live in a rehabilitation center. However, after a few days of interrogation, the Kuwaiti authorities decided there “was no case against Al Rabiah and they allowed him to go free.”\textsuperscript{119} Kuwait is a key ally in the Persian Gulf, and the majority of Kuwaiti Members of Parliament and thousands of others have signed a petition asking the United States to give the Kuwaiti detainees a fair trial or release them.\textsuperscript{120} Rola Al-Dashti, a member of the Kuwaiti Parliament, said, “[i]t doesn’t look good to look into the U.S. and see this kind of practice.”\textsuperscript{121}

The United States wants other nations to follow the rule of law and provide basic fundamental rights to those accused of crimes.\textsuperscript{122} However, critics of the current process claim the United States is denying the detainees fundamental due process, but then criticizing other nations for similar violations.\textsuperscript{123} “Governments must stop
undermining rights they have promised to defend. . . . ‘This policy promotes a world in which arbitrary and unchallengeable detentions become acceptable.’”

Once a suspect is in custody, fair systems of justice should be able to judicially deal with the person based upon the evidence against them. If the United States is “detaining” individuals indefinitely on evidence that will not hold up in any court of law, in excess of ten years, our nation is in no position to preach about human rights violations to other countries. Many point to Guantanamo Bay as one of the contributing factors for diminished U.S. power and prestige. Critics claim, “[e]very day Guantanamo stays open, the United States is being led further away from the founding principles of our great nation—liberty, freedom and justice for all.” The United States Department of State has regularly sought to have U.S. citizens’ cases tried in civilian courts instead of military tribunals in Burma, Colombia, Egypt, Peru, and Turkey. Professor Koh at Yale Law School said, “[t]he use of military commissions potentially endangers Americans overseas by undermining the U.S. government’s ability to protest effectively when other countries use such tribunals.”

On January 27, 2013, Ben Fox from the Associated Press said the recent federal court reversals of the military commission convictions “hang like a cloud over the proceedings.” James Connell, a defense lawyer representing a Pakistani charged in the September 11, 2001, attacks said, “[t]he fact that no conviction can stand up on appeal does not bode well for the military commission system.”

Legal Failure

The fact that the United States Supreme Court has difficulty in reaching majority decisions regarding the military commissions system is compounded by the fact that an unprecedented number of Guantanamo Bay military prosecutors and commission
members have resigned and openly criticized the military commission system as being fundamentally flawed. Since its inception, at least seven military prosecutors have resigned because they could not ethically or legally prosecute detainees using the current system. One of the first military officers to come forward publicly and criticize the military system was Colonel Morris Davis.

Colonel Morris Davis is a retired active duty United States Air Force attorney. In September 2005, he was appointed as the third Chief Prosecutor for the military commissions. In October 2007, Colonel Davis resigned as Chief Prosecutor for the Commissions at Guantanamo Bay alleging that Pentagon officials were usurping his authority. Another stated reason for his resignation was that he saw a serious conflict of interest by having almost all elements of the military commission process being put under the command of the Defense Department. Davis said, “I felt I was being pressured to do something less than full, fair and open.” Colonel Davis resigned as the Chief Prosecutor at Guantanamo Bay to become the Director of the Air Force Judiciary. Colonel Davis says that when he left Guantanamo Bay, he was denied a medal for his two years as the Chief Prosecutor because he had openly criticized the military commission process. Colonel Davis said, “I tell the truth, and I get labeled as having served dishonorably. I’m very concerned about the chilling effect…on the process.”

After serving 25 years in the Air Force, mostly as a military judge, Colonel Davis retired from the military but he is still outspoken about Guantanamo Bay. Colonel Davis said the legal process the United States is using at Guantanamo Bay puts American Soldiers and citizens at risk if they are detained by foreign forces.
Davis said, “[t]he United States led the effort, particularly in the wake of World War II, in creating the Geneva Conventions and creating this body of law to regulate conflict. And since 9/11, we’ve really turned our back on it.” Another prominent officer that has come out publicly against the military commissions is Lieutenant Colonel Stephen Abraham. In 2009, Lieutenant Colonel Stephen Abraham, who served on the CSRT, released a sworn affidavit to the United States Supreme Court in which he said the process was “fundamentally flawed.” Lieutenant Colonel Abraham is a 26-year veteran of military intelligence and a California lawyer. Abraham said the results were influenced by pressure from superiors rather than based on concrete evidence. Most troubling is the fact that Abraham said that exculpatory information about the detainees was unavailable and possible even withheld. According to Abraham, intelligence agencies arbitrarily refused to furnish specific information that could have helped either side.

The detainees, their supporters and some in the international community view the OARDEC members as being military officers who rubber stamp the detention decisions made by other members of the same Army that captured them. In civilian terms, it would be like having police officers arrest someone for committing a crime and then other police officers on the same police force make a recommendation whether the person should be kept in jail without bail and without trial. Lieutenant Colonel Abraham was not a military prosecutor for the military system (he only served on the CRST), but other military prosecutors in addition to Colonel Morris have also publicly come forward saying the military system is fundamentally flawed.
Lieutenant Colonel Darrel Vandeveld was a military prosecutor for the military commission system from May 2007 to September 2008. He was the seventh military prosecutor at Guantanamo to resign because he could “not ethically or legally” prosecute defendants within the framework of the military commission system at Guantanamo. On July 8, 2009, LTC Vandeveld testified in Congress:

I am here today to offer a single, straightforward message: the military commission system is broken beyond repair. Even good faith efforts at revision, such as the legislation recently passed by the Senate Armed Forces Committee, leave in place provisions that are illegal and unconstitutional, undermine defendants’ basic fair trial rights, create unacceptable risks of wrongful prosecution, place our men and women in uniform at risk of unfair prosecution by other nations abroad, harm the reputation of the United States, invite time consuming litigation before federal courts, and, most importantly, undermine the fundamental values of justice and liberty upon which this great country was founded.

Even the Navy Judge Advocate General who was at the Pentagon on September 11, 2001, has openly criticized the military commission system. Retired Navy Rear Admiral Donald J. Guter in a letter to the editor of the New York Times on November 29, 2012, said, “[t]he military commission system at Guantanamo is a make-it-up-as-you-go system, unlike the proven federal court system.” Retired Rear Admiral Guter is currently President and Dean of the South Texas College of Law. It is one thing for outside organizations like the American Civil Liberties Union and the Human Rights Watch to criticize the military commission system, but how many prominent military attorneys must come forward before the United States abandons the military commission system? Now, there is even an internal dispute within the Obama Administration on how to proceed against the remaining detainees.

Brigadier General Mark S. Martins is the chief prosecutor of the military commissions system who was brought in by the Obama Administration to try to bring
credibility to the military commissions system. Brigadier General Martins is a Rhodes Scholar who graduated first in his class at West Point and who served five years in Iraq. The increasingly public dispute within the Obama Administration centers around whether or not to proceed with conspiracy charges in light of the Hamdan decision discussed above, which held that conspiracy to commit terrorism was not a crime until the MCA of 2006. In light of Hamdan, Brigadier General Martins decided to abandon the conspiracy charges for the remaining detainees, but the Pentagon official who oversees the commission system, Bruce MacDonald, refused to withdraw the conspiracy charges, citing the Department of Justice’s position that conspiracy remains a valid offense.

Brigadier General Martins refused to sign the Justice Department’s brief in the al-Bahlul case discussed above, and he indicated his office would focus on “legally sustainable” ones like the classic war crime of attacking civilians. This dispute within the Obama Administration casts another large shadow over the military commission system. Retired military judge Gary Solis, an Adjunct Professor at the United States Military Academy and who teaches wartime law at George Washington and Georgetown Universities, said, “[i]t really is amazing. They brought Martins in to square it [the military commission system] away, and everyone on all sides said ‘if anyone can do it, it’s Martins.’ Then when Martins offers his best advice, it’s rejected.” Yale Law Professor Eugene Fidell thinks disagreements like this latest one highlight a fundamental flaw in the military commission system saying, “[t]he fact that one chief prosecutor after another has had to cross swords with the appointing/convening
authority is disturbing and suggests to me that there is something basically unsound in the overall architecture of the system.\footnote{160}

The future of the military commission system is like the RMS Titanic in that it has received enough fatal blows to sink it. The President and Congress are at a stalemate, and the present military system is a public relations disaster both at home and abroad. The federal courts have reversed or vacated the convictions that have been obtained in the military commission system, which has only successfully handled seven cases since its inception. Military prosecutors, judges, law professors, and the American Bar Association have openly said the current system is broken and fundamentally flawed, and now there is an internal dispute within the administration on how to proceed. It is time for the United States to abandon the military commission system. If the United States abandons the military commission system, then two questions need to be answered: (1) What location should be selected to conduct the detainee proceedings; and (2) What system should the United States use to replace the military commission system? In answer to the first question, having the proceedings at Guantanamo Bay is the best alternative.

**Keeping the Detainees at Guantanamo Bay**

Having the detainees kept at Guantanamo Bay reduces the likelihood of their escape either by their own means or from a terrorists’ plot to rescue them because it is so isolated. If they were to escape or be rescued in an attack on the facility, many would undoubtedly resume hostile actions against the United States as soon as they have the ability. Former Vice President Dick Cheney said:

> The people that are there are people we picked up on the battlefield primarily in Afghanistan. They’re terrorists. They’re bombmakers.
They’re facilitators of terror….For the most part, if you let them out, they’ll go back to trying to kill Americans.\textsuperscript{161}

Former Vice President Cheney’s comment has been validated by James Clapper, Director of National Intelligence, who reported the recidivism rate of released detainees who had resumed terrorist or insurgent activity had risen to an estimated twenty-seven percent.\textsuperscript{162}

As evident by their voting, Congress does not want these individuals inside the borders of the United States. If they were flown into the United States for trial and found not guilty, the detainees could raise a compelling claim for immigration or asylum status since the United States brought them into the United States. If a detainee whom the United States alleged had committed a war crime is acquitted, the international community would be outraged if the United States announced that in spite of the criminal acquittal, the detainee would still be kept in “preventative detention.”

Even though the Bush Administration was mistaken in believing that the entirety of the due process clause would not apply to the detainees, there remain strong legal considerations that support keeping the detainees outside of the continental United States. The Supreme Court has held that our Constitutional protections, both procedural and substantive due process, apply to all persons located within the United States physical borders, regardless of their citizenship.\textsuperscript{163} The Supreme Court has repeatedly recognized that at least some constitutional protections are “unavailable to aliens outside our geographic borders.”\textsuperscript{164} Therefore, it is prudent not to bring the detainees onto American soil, which may trigger giving them additional rights to which they would not otherwise be entitled. Congress and the American public want to keep the detainees outside of the continental United States, and the United States already
has a state-of-the-art facility detention center at Guantanamo Bay with an indefinite lease from Cuba. Nonetheless, if the United States is going to keep the detainees at Guantanamo Bay, the United States must decide what legal process to use to replace the military commission system.

**Article III Federal Court at Guantanamo Bay**

Congress can demonstrate to the world our nation adheres to the rule of law, provides fundamental due process to the detainees, and yet keep the detainees out of the American heartland by creating a new Article III federal court at Guantanamo Bay. Federal courts are much more efficient than the military commission system, and Congress has more than one option in creating a new federal court at Guantanamo Bay.

Federal courts are much more efficient at prosecuting terrorism cases than are the military commissions. One major criticism of the military commissions is how long the detainees are held before they can challenge their status or before any formal charges are brought against them. New York University’s Center on Law and Security reported that 578 terrorism-related cases “inspired by jihadist ideas” had been prosecuted in the federal courts during the same time that the military commission in Guantanamo completed only seven cases. Not only are federal courts more efficient, the time between arrest and conviction is much shorter in federal court than in the military commission system. The majority of the 578 cases in federal court had a conviction within one year of the time of arrest. By comparison, the shortest time between initial capture and conviction in the military commission system was over five years and the longest of the seven cases took nine years and seven months to
complete from the time of capture.\textsuperscript{168} The costs of establishing a new federal court are minimal and thus not an issue.\textsuperscript{169}

It is acknowledged that creating a new federal court would not solve all of the issues. For example, creating a new federal court would not resolve the \textit{ex post facto} issue that conspiracy was not a valid crime until the MCA of 2006. However, there are no benefits in proceeding with the military commission system knowing that any convictions will still be challenged on a host of other legal grounds. However, creating a new federal court would eliminate most of the legal challenges. For example, creating a new federal court would eliminate the argument that the conviction was obtained in violation of our Constitution’s separation of powers. A new federal court would also be a “regularly constituted court” as required by Common Article 3 of the Geneva Conventions. Even though conspiracy to commit terrorism is no longer a valid charge, there remain many valid charges recognized under international law that can be used to convict the detainees in a new federal court, such as (1) attacking civilians, (2) attacking civilian objects, (3) murder in violation of the law of war, (4) destruction of property in violation of the law of war, (5) hijacking or hazarding a vessel or aircraft, (6) terrorism, and (7) causing serious bodily injury.\textsuperscript{170} To respond to the various challenges of our current system, Congress has various options in establishing a new federal court at Guantanamo Bay.

\textbf{Article III Constitutional Courts}

Article III of the Constitution establishes only one court: the United States Supreme Court. However, Article III, Section 1 vests in Congress the authority to create such “inferior courts as the Congress may from time to time ordain and establish.” Courts created under this Article III authority are Constitutional Courts. The Supreme
Court, Federal Courts of Appeal, and Federal District Courts are the Constitutional Courts. Pursuant to Article III, Section 1 of the Constitution, Article III judges enjoy lifetime appointments (unless impeached) and Congress lacks the authority to decrease their salaries.

Having a member of the Judicial Branch (federal judge) instead of a member of the Executive Branch preside over the proceedings would immediately improve the international perception and help demonstrate that the United States is serious about providing the detainees fair and impartial judicial review. Unlike the three members of the OARDEC tribunal, an Article III federal judge is not a member of the military and the independent nature of our federal courts is documented and renowned from as far back as Marbury v. Madison, 5 U.S. (1 Cranch) 137 (1803), which helped define the boundary between the separate branches of government and established the authority of the federal courts to declare laws unconstitutional. If Congress were to establish an Article III federal court at Guantanamo with a federal judge who was appointed for life, it would immediately help in removing the cloud of suspicion lingering over the detainee proceedings and vastly improve the United States’ image in the international community.

Under the current military system, the three members of the military tribunal still have to answer to superior military officers or Executive Branch senior civilians who write their evaluations and thus influence future promotions. Thus, there is Executive Branch influence and oversight of the decisions because the OARDEC recommendations go to the Deputy Secretary of Defense, who answers to the Secretary of Defense, who answers to the President. In 1957, in Reid v. Covert, 354 U.S. 1, 39
(1957), Justice Black said, “[s]uch blending of functions in one branch of Government is the objectionable thing which the draftsmen of the Constitution endeavored to prevent by providing for the separation of governmental powers.” Having a federal judge appointed with a lifetime tenure would provide immediate credibility and impartiality to the detainee decisions.

**Article I (Legislative) and Article IV (Territorial) Courts**

Other than Article III courts, Congress has two other avenues of establishing federal courts that are lesser and not as protected as Article III courts. They are lesser because the judges do not enjoy lifetime appointments. Article I Section 8 of the Constitution authorizes Congress to “constitute Tribunals inferior to the supreme Court.” Article I courts are sometimes referred to as legislative courts. Article IV of the Constitution also authorizes Congress to “make all needful Rules and Regulations respecting the Territory or other Property belonging to the United States.” Article IV courts are sometimes referred to as territorial courts.

Using their Article I and Article IV authority, Congress has legislatively created all of our other territorial courts, tax courts, and the Court of Military Appeals. The judges of these courts do not have lifetime tenure and Congress determines how many years of tenure they will serve. The terms for these judges have traditionally been eight to fifteen years but they can serve multiple terms. However, even a single term is long enough to give these judges insulation and independence from political pressures that may arise periodically from the Executive Branch since Presidents are term limited to eight years even if elected for a second term. Therefore, federal judges in Article I and Article IV courts serve at least as long as a two-term President.
Congress has established Legislative Courts in Guam, Puerto Rico, the Northern Mariana Islands, the Virgin Islands, and in the Panama Canal Zone. One of the newest Legislative Courts is the Court of Veterans Appeals established by President Reagan on November 18, 1988. Judges on the Court of Veterans Appeals serve fifteen-year terms of office, and the Court of Veterans Appeals has exclusive jurisdiction to review decisions of the Board of Veterans Appeals.

It is clear that Congress has the authority to establish a new federal court located at Guantanamo Bay. An Article III court would be best because the judge would have lifetime tenure and thus be perceived as truly independent by the international community. However, an Article I or Article IV federal court would be a vast improvement over the current military commission system because it would correct the current problem in which all decisions concerning the detainees are made by the Executive Branch, which violates the separation of powers.

In the legislation creating the new court, Congress could legislatively establish many of the procedures. For example, Congress could declare that the federal judge shall preside and rule on all decisions regarding the “preventative detention” status of the detainees by means of a bench trial without the requirement of a jury. Having bench trials before a truly federal independent judge satisfies basic due process requirements. International law does not require that every person receive the right to trial by jury. In fact, even proponents of jury trials admit that many other countries have scaled back or eliminated juries over the past century, and even the United States has enacted recent legal reforms that have reduced the size and frequency of jury trials. However, Congress may determine that if the United States is going to charge a
detainee of committing a war crime, a jury would be required but that the jury venire consist of military and civilian personnel stationed at the Guantanamo Bay Naval Station. The base population of approximately 8,500 is more than sufficient for any jury trials.¹⁸¹

The issue of jury trials is just one example of how Congress could create the new federal court and legislatively establish procedural guidelines designed to fit the unique situation presented by the detainees at Guantanamo Bay. Our Constitution was written to protect American citizens from our own government and to establish a balance of powers between the three branches of government. Our federal courts have demonstrated they are very efficient at prosecuting terrorism-related crimes. Therefore, there are many compelling reasons to create a new federal court at Guantanamo Bay to handle the detainees.

Conclusion

Congress must create a new federal court at Guantanamo Bay to improve the United States’ image in the international community and to give the detainees due process. The current military system is negatively affecting at least three instruments of national power (diplomatic, informational, and law enforcement). Congress and the President are at an impasse. Federal courts have already reversed or vacated most of the convictions obtained using the military commission system. Military prosecutors, judges, the American Bar Association, international rights groups and the international community have condemned the current military process.

By creating a federal court that is located at Guantanamo Bay, the United States retains all the benefits of keeping the detainees out of the American heartland and
keeps them from gaining additional Constitution rights by their mere presence inside our borders. Creating a federal court at Guantanamo Bay demonstrates to the world that the United States genuinely provides even terrorists with basic fundamental due process rights. A federal judge with tenure would be insulated and impartial from executive or political influences. Creating a federal court at Guantanamo Bay would not be an automatic panacea for all the problems with the detainees, but it clearly is the best strategic endstate that balances the benefits of keeping the detainees out of the United States and yet demonstrates to the world that the United States will provide even our enemies with impartial judicial review and due process. Creating a federal court at Guantanamo Bay is the best compromise between a President who wants to close the current system and a Congress who wants to keep it open so that detainees remain out of the American heartland. America must lead by example—the time for Congress to act is now.
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